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Defence Procurement, Research, 
Technology & Exportability (DPRTE) 2020 is 

the UK’s leading annual defence procurement 
and supply chain event, bringing together over 2000 key 
decision makers from across the UK’s £20 billion-plus annual 
defence acquisition and supply chain marketplace.

Taking place at Farnborough International Exhibition Centre on 
1st April 2020, this one-day event, officially supported by DIO and 
a wealth of leading defence procurement and support 
organisations, provides a unique platform for both buyers and 
suppliers at all levels to engage across a range of interactive and 
educational features, designed specifically to enhance knowledge, 
collaboration and opportunity.

Supported by DE&S, DIO and other 
leading MOD organisations and trade 
associations, DPRTE is the perfect 
opportunity to showcase your goods 
and services directly to the defence 
procurement community.

The UK is committed to spending a 
minimum 2% of GDP on defence over the next decade, with 
at least 20% of that spending going on equipment. This 
commitment represents spending some £193 billion on defence 
equipment and support through the MOD’s current 
Defence Equipment Plan.

In FY 2017/18, the MOD spent almost £21 billion with industry, 
accounting for over 40% of all UK central government 
procurement spend and representing the fifth biggest defence 
budget in the world, with over 16,000 suppliers.

With the Government’s aspiration that 25% of public procurement 
expenditure should be with SMEs directly or as part of the supply 
chain by 2022, this represents a fantastic opportunity for 
organisations of all sizes looking to supply to the defence sector.
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New for 2020 –
Infrastructure 
and Estates Pavilion

– Easier to do business with

We are delighted to announce that DPRTE will, for the first time, 
feature an Infrastructure and Estates Pavilion fully supported by 
the Defence Infrastructure Organisation (DIO). This unique link-up 
between DPRTE and DIO will allow both buyers and suppliers to 
connect with key DIO personnel and gain an insight into the latest 
initiatives, developments and opportunities within defence 
infrastructure.

In addition, the DIO Knowledge Transfer Zone will host a range of 
topical educational and interactive sessions designed specifically to 
enhance your knowledge and ability to contribute to the future 
direction and delivery of the ongoing defence infrastructure and estates 
procurement programme.

DIO plays a vital role in supporting the UK’s Armed Forces by building, 
maintaining and servicing the infrastructure needed to support 
defence and is responsible for enabling defence people to live, work, 
train and deploy at home and overseas.

With an annual spend of around £3 billion on construction and 
infrastructure services on behalf of its customers, DIO represents a 
significant opportunity for both current and potential suppliers.

DIO customers need diverse, innovative and resilient suppliers, 
and the infrastructure services market should recognise the 
opportunity offered through the organisation’s committed longer-term 
spend, backed by UK government.

Through its direct support of the DPRTE 2020 Infrastructure & Estates 
Zone, DIO hopes to realise its ambition to tap into the supply chain and 
help to deliver improved outcomes and value for its customers and 
users of the defence estate.

Whilst the £3 billion opportunity is there, DIO recognises more 
needs to be done to enable suppliers of all sizes to benefit 
from this opportunity. At the heart of this is making it easier 
for suppliers to work with DIO. 

By making DIO easier to work with it is envisaged there will be an 
increase in the number of suppliers to defence – creating a wider 
and deeper economic impact both nationally and regionally.

In the next section, we take a look at the DIO’s Procurement Plan 
and provide an overview of the supplier opportunities available, 
especially for SMEs.
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A closer look at the DIO 
Procurement Plan and what it 
means for SMEs
2018 saw DIO release its Procurement Plan – marking the first time the organisation has outlined 
its priorities to existing and potential suppliers. The Plan explains how suppliers can navigate the 
procurement and approvals processes, and what DIO will be buying on behalf of its customers in 
the coming years.

This includes work to construct new buildings, such as housing and accommodation, and the 
refurbishment of current facilities as well as services such as catering, waste management and 
cleaning. For example, in the 12-month period from October 2018 to September 2019 
(ref BiP Solutions’ Defence Contracts international), £83,213,663 was awarded for real estate or 
property-specific services. 
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What we buy

DIO spends c.£3bn
per annum buying
infrastructure
services in the UK and
overseas on behalf
of its customers

(Source: DIO Commercial Strategy 2018)

Design
£77m

Build
£742m

Soft FM
£566m

Hard FM
£1.13bn

Specialist
& Other

£544m

● Architecture
● Programme management
● Building conservation
● Engineering; mechanical, 

electrical, civil and structural
● Design management

● Construction of new buildings
● Refurbishment of existing 

buildings
● Infrastructure engineering
● Dismantling and demolition

● Catering
● Retail and leisure
● Mess and hotel services
● Cleaning and laundry
● Waste Management

● Support services -
e.g. estate reporting

● Management services - e.g. 
waste, sustainability and defect

● Maintenance services
● Housing management
● Training estate management

● Utilities and network
management

● Acquisition and disposals
● Specialist TLB specific

requirements
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The Procurement Plan follows the release in 2018 of the 
organisation’s first ever Commercial Strategy, which outlined its 
vision for future ways of working with suppliers in the soft and hard 
facilities management, construction and property advisory sectors.

It is structured to support DIO’s guiding principles of being easier to 
do business with and building a broader, more diverse supplier base.

Further diversifying the supply base will help build resilience into 
projects and provide more opportunities for smaller companies to 
work on key defence projects.

  We believe in being as transparent as 
possible in our procurements and are 
actively seeking to encourage new entrants, 
including small and medium-sized 
enterprises (SMEs), through the use of wider 
government routes to market, particularly for 
common infrastructure services.

As a key infrastructure client acting on the 
MOD’s behalf, we will make sure that we are 
more market facing through the 
establishment of a coherent category 
management approach. This will allow us to 
engage with suppliers at the earliest 
opportunity, and continue to share pipeline 
information to shape the market, drive 
innovation, and invigorate and sustain a 
diverse portfolioof suppliers.

Jacqui Rock
DIO Commercial Director



DIO are keen to deliver significant social and economic benefits and work with the market to drive value 
throughout the supply chain. In order to achieve this, the DIO Business Plan for 2017/18 included a number 
of key initiatives, including the need to support SMEs.
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Potential suppliers are able to find all funded requirements via Defence Contracts Online. 
The key stages of DIO’s procurement process for OJEU opportunities and new competitions 
are detailed in the table below:

DIO is keen to deliver significant social and economic benefits and work 
with the market to drive value throughout the supply chain. In order to 
achieve this, the DIO Business Plan for 2017/18 included a number of key 
initiatives, including the need to support SMEs.

https://www.contracts.mod.uk/
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Supporting SMEs is integral to the MOD’s goal to meet its target that 25% of procurement 
spend should go directly and indirectly to SMEs by 2022. 

Approximately 75% of DIO’s Hard Facilities Management spend, which includes support services 
(estate reporting), management services (waste, sustainability and defect), housing management, 
and training estate management, already achieves this goal. It is expected this trend will continue in 
order to further diversify the supply base and increase resilience. 

DIO’s Commercial Strategy contained five guiding principles – known as the ‘We wills’ – to support 
the delivery of DIO’s vision and outlines how the organisation will improve to better serve its 
customers and work with suppliers.

www.dprte.co.uk

We will have a broader and more diverse supply base seeks to ensure that DIO’s supply base 
reflects the diversity in the organisation’s estate, customers and regions, allowing the organisation to 
reaping the rewards that this brings. 

This will see the organisation engage with SMEs, as well as large players, prior to going to market to 
enable the development of innovative or alternative delivery solutions.

The qualification criteria used to ensure that it does not discriminate against companies based on 
their size or experience with DIO will be reviewed.

The supply chain will also be developed to ensure that tier one suppliers provide SMEs with the 
opportunity to benefit from large-scale procurements.

   It is one of my key objectives to increase the diversification in the supplier base. 
It’s about delivering a range of services and the different innovation that it brings 
to defence. With a more diverse supplier base we will increase the value to 
taxpayers and growth by generating true competition and opportunity that is 
unhindered by a supplier’s size and experience with DIO.
Jacqui Rock, DIO Commercial Director

As DIO continues to undergo its commercial transformation designed to make it easier for the supply 
chain and SMEs in particular to engage with the organisation, the Infrastructure & Estates Pavilion at 
DPRTE 2020 will provide the perfect gateway into this lucrative marketplace. 
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